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Nursing Practitioner
In graduate levels, I believe that coaching and competence should be the core competency for nurses due to various reasons.  One of them is related to the role of the nurses.  Their major roles are based on interacting with patients and even their families. For this reason, these two skills are vital in enabling them to provide their services effectively and also impacting the lives of the patients and other people positively (Richards & Edmonds 2016).  Being a mentor at the graduate level can also influence other nurses in a positive way, by either improving their confidence in their duties thereby promoting professional development. Mentorship and coaching are basically values which enhance positive change progress in the medical field. 
In advanced practice role, one coaching activity I would do is to train other nurses on various ways of dealing with patients, especially for the newly employed who tend to lack enough experience.  In this activity, I would employ the strategy of not overlooking poor performance.  As a nurse, I would expect my trainees to do various mistakes but then an effective way to deal with mistakes is what would encourage them to even perform better, rather than focusing much on the mistakes. Such a strategy is important in building confidence among other nurses an also increasing their spirit of wanting to learn more. 
One mentoring activity I would complete with a mentor is going through different mentoring online programs.  Through such programs, there are a number of things that I would expect to learn, both on the side of the people I would be expected to deal with as well as my roles (Zaccagnini & White 2015).   This activity actually needs to be structured, so that there could be a better guideline on how to deal with different things, starting with the basics all the way to the complex.  This would enable me to have greater insight into nursing, making it even easier to realize what is expected of me. 
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